A summary of results in heavy flavour physics from Run 1 of the LHC is presented. Topics discussed include spectroscopy, mixing, CP violation and rare decays of charmed and beauty hadrons.
Introduction
The high energy proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider are the world's most copious source of heavy flavoured particles. For example, the production cross-sections for cc and bb production are O(1 mb) and O(100 µb) respectively. (Studies of the heaviest flavoured particle, the top quark, are not within the scope of this review.) Specific values depend on the kinematic region in which the measurement is made, with the production peaking at pseudorapidity values |η| ∼ 3, and are an increasing function of centre-of-mass energy. Therefore, per fb −1 of data collected at, for example, LHCb, over 10 11 bb quark pairs are, in principle, available, with the corresponding number for charm pairs an order of magnitude larger. The number that is actually recorded by each experiment depends critically on the trigger used for online selection.
The availability of such large samples enables a new era of precision flavour physics and discovery. Measurements of the properties of heavy flavoured hadrons -including those of states that had not previously been observed -provide tests of QCD in a regime where it is not well understood. In addition, heavy flavour phenomena such as mixing, CP violation and rare decays are mediated by loop processes involving virtual particles, and are sensitive to possible non-Standard Model physics at high scales. In fact, precision measurements in the quark sector can be sensitive to new particles with masses much higher than the reach of the LHC collisions. Studies of these processes therefore provide a complementary approach to discover "new physics", and form a key part of the LHC programme to search beyond the Standard Model.
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Detectors
All the main LHC detectors have considerable potential to study heavy flavour physics, and ATLAS [1] , CMS [2] and LHCb [3] have extensive programmes in this area. Although ALICE can study production at low luminosity, it cannot perform competitive studies of the processes that are the main focus of this review, and therefore is not discussed further.
Precision tracking is a key requirement in a hadronic environment in order to reduce combinatorial background to an acceptable level. All the LHC detectors have well aligned and calibrated tracking detectors delivering performance close to design expectations. An important performance indicator of the tracking system is the mass resolution for the Υ resonances decaying to the dimuon final state, shown in Fig. 1 . ATLAS, CMS and LHCb have Υ(1S) mass resolutions of ∼ 120 MeV/c 2 , ∼ 70 MeV/c 2 and ∼ 45 MeV/c 2 respectively. The key signatures that allow decays of heavy flavoured particles to be distinguished from random combinations of tracks are the presence of muons with comparatively large transverse momentum, and a displaced vertex due to the non-negligible lifetimes of the weakly decaying hadrons. ATLAS and CMS exploit only the former in their online selections, while LHCb makes extensive use in its trigger [7] of information from its vertex locator [8] . This, together with the particle identification capability provided by its ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [9] , gives LHCb a broader heavy flavour physics programme than ATLAS and CMS. However, ATLAS and CMS benefit from higher integrated luminosities (∼ 5 fb −1 of √ s = 7 TeV and ∼ 20 fb −1 of √ s = 8 TeV pp collisions collected in 2011 and 2012, respectively, for each experiment) and are therefore highly competitive for final states containing dimuon signatures. LHCb operates at a lower instantaneous luminosity to avoid saturating its trigger and causing over-occupancy of its subdetectors: the corresponding integrated luminosities are 1 fb −1 (2011) and 2 fb −1 (2012). The LHCb upgrade [10] will enable higher luminosity operation. 
Spectroscopy
The large datasets collected at the LHC have allowed studies of the properties of b-hadrons with unprecedented precision. This is a wide field of research, in which three particularly interesting areas, discussed below, are exotic spectroscopy, the B + c meson and b-baryons. In addition to conventional mesons and baryons, the QCD Lagrangian allows for more exotic possibilities such as tetraquark and molecular states. The unexpected discovery of the X(3872) state by the Belle collaboration [11] led to a resurgence of interest in exotic spectroscopy and subsequently many new "XYZ" states have been claimed.
The X(3872) state has been studied in detail both at the e + e − B factories [12, 13] and the Tevatron [14, 15] but the nature of this particle remains unclear. Its properties do not match the predictions for the conventional charmonium states and it has been interpreted as a candidate for a tetraquark state or a loosely bound deuteron-like D * 0 D 0 "molecule" (reviews can be found in Refs. [16, 17] ). At the LHC the X(3872) is produced both directly in pp collisions and also in b-hadron decays. Inclusive studies are challenging due to the large combinatorial background from other particles produced in the pp interaction. Nevertheless, both LHCb and CMS have studied inclusive X(3872) production in pp collisions at √ s = 7 TeV [18, 19] . The cross-sections measured by both experiments are significantly less than those expected from leading-order NRQCD predictions [20] , as shown in Fig. 2 .
In addition, LHCb has measured the X(3872) quantum numbers by performing a five-dimensional angular analysis of the
To distinguish between the possible hypotheses for the quantum numbers a likelihood ratio test is performed. The data favour the J P C = 1 ++ hypothesis and the 2 −+ hypothesis is rejected with a significance of 8.4σ. This assignment favours the hypothesis that the X(3872) is exotic in nature. However, the relative decay rates of the X(3872) to the ψ(2S)γ and J/ψ γ final states [22] are inconsistent with the prediction for a pure molecule. Further studies are still needed to understand the nature of the X(3872) particle. The large datasets collected by the LHC experiments have allowed studies of other "XYZ" states. One very important result is the confirmation by LHCb [23] of the existence and resonant nature of the Z(4430) + state first seen by the Belle collaboration [24] [25] [26] . As this state is charged its minimal quark content is ccud, and thus it provides clear evidence for the existence of non-qq mesons. A puzzle that remains open concerns the existence of the X(4140) state. Evidence for this putative J/ψ φ resonance was reported by the CDF collaboration based on studies of the B + → J/ψ φK + decay chain [27] . However, a subsequent LHCb study found no evidence for this state and set upper limits on its existence [28] . An analysis by CMS [29] confirmed the existence of a peaking structure in the same region, and in addition found evidence for a second structure with m(J/ψ φ) ∼ 4300 MeV/c 2 , in same decay mode. Further study is needed to clarify whether these structures are resonant in nature.
The B + c meson, the ground state of the bc system, is unique as it is the only weakly decaying heavy quarkonium system. It was first observed by the CDF collaboration [30, 31] , but with the advent of the LHC studies of the B Fig. 3(right) . Further new discoveries in this area can be anticipated with more data and refined analysis techniques.
Mixing
There are four ground-state neutral flavoured mesons: the K 0 (sd), D 0 (cū), B 0 (bd) and B 0 s (bs) particles. Each of these can mix with its antiparticle, through diagrams that either contain virtual heavy particles or have on-shell intermediate states. These are often referred to as short-distance (or dispersive) and long-distance (or absorptive) processes, respectively.
As a result of the mixing, physical states with definite masses and lifetimes are formed. When the amplitudes of the mixing processes are calculated, theoretical predictions for the mass and width differences (∆m and ∆Γ), and for the parameter of CP violation in the mixing (a sl ), are obtained. Since, at least for the short-distance diagrams, the uncertainties related to the theory prediction are under good control, comparison of the measurements (particularly ∆m and a sl ) to the predictions provide strong tests of the Standard Model.
The first data from the LHC has led to significant improvement in knowledge of the D 0 and B The width difference in the B 0 s system, ∆Γ s , can be measured either by comparing the lifetimes for CP -even (e.g.
final states or from analysis of decays to a final state that contains an admixture of both (e.g. J/ψ φ). The most precise measurements come from the latter approach [68-72], which also has the advantage that it is not necessary to make assumptions concerning CP violation parameters since they can be determined simultaneously (as discussed below). The single most precise measurement gives [72]
In this channel, by studying the variation of the strong phase difference between the J/ψ φ and J/ψ K + K − (S wave) components, the sign of ∆Γ s has been confirmed to be positive [72, 73] .
In stark contrast to the large values of ∆m s and ∆Γ s , the mixing parameters in the charm sector are small. Indeed, while previous experiments had seen evidence for charm oscillations [74] [75] [76] , no single measurement exceeded the 5σ threshold for discovery. LHCb has taken the precision of the measurements far past that threshold using 
where Γ D is the average width of the neutral charm mesons. As the value of x D is still consistent with zero, further improvement of precision is well motivated.
Mixing-related CP violation
CP violation phenomena in charm oscillations are expected to be negligible. Now that charm mixing is definitively established, precise experimental searches to test this Standard Model prediction are imperative. Results from LHCb with the are anticipated as all measurements are updated to the full Run I data sample, and results from additional channels such as 
Direct CP violation and the determination of γ
The term "direct CP violation" is used to refer to asymmetries that cannot be caused by CP violation in the mixing amplitude. Historically, this categorisation was important to test so-called "superweak" models. Direct CP violation can be observed as a difference in mixing-related CP violating effects in neutral meson decays to different final states, as seen in the kaon system [97, 98] . Alternatively, 
Among other results on direct CP violation, particularly striking are the phase-space dependent effects seen in B + decays to the final states Fig. 7 . The asymmetries are larger than 50 % in some regions away from resonant peaks. This appears to indicate that interference effects play a crucial role in generating the asymmetries, although further investigation is necessary to obtain a clear understanding.
The main objective in CP violation studies is to understand whether all observed effects arise from the complex phase of the CKM quark mixing matrix. 
. The z-axis (y-axis on inset) shows the raw asymmetry, without correction for background, or instrumental efficiencies and asymmetries. 
Rare decays
A powerful way to search for new physics is to study decays which are either forbidden or suppressed due to features of the Standard Model that may not be present in a more general theory. The flavour sector of the Standard Model presents several such features: there are no flavour changing neutral currents at tree-level, vertices involving quarks of different families are suppressed by CKM quark mixing matrix elements, and the V − A structure of the weak interaction leads to distinctive effects. Rare decays of B mesons to final states containing 
The decay rate is suppressed by all three of the features mentioned above, and in particular the helicity suppression due to the V −A structure of the weak interaction is expected to be alleviated in models with extended Higgs sectors, such as supersymmetry. Prior to LHC data taking, experimental limits [126, 127] Among other angular observables, the forward-backward asymmetry in B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − decays, i.e. the difference in the average directions of the µ + and µ − particles in the rest frame of the decay, has received considerable interest. In the Standard Model such an asymmetry arises, and varies with q 2 in a predictable way, due to interference between diagrams where the dimuon system is produced by virtual γ and Z 0 bosons. While previous measurements had shown evidence for a net forward-backward asymmetry when integrated over q 2 [141-143], a measurement from LHCb [144] , shown in Fig. 9 , was the first to pin down the shape of the variation and measure the q 2 at which the asymmetry crosses zero. LHCb has additionally extended the analysis to study further angular observables that have reduced theoretical uncertainty [145] . In one of them, labelled P 5 , an interesting discrepancy with the Standard Model prediction is seen. This result is based on the 2011 data sample, and an update with the full Run I statistics together with improved theoretical predictions will help to determine whether the discrepancy is robust. Further results on this topic are also anticipated from CMS [146] and ATLAS [147] . As more data is collected similar observables can also be studied in B 
Summary and outlook
The large data samples collected from high-energy pp collisions during Run I of the Large Hadron Collider have enabled dramatic progress in heavy flavour physics. Significant advances have been achieved in understanding spectroscopy, CP violation and rare decays. The results are consistent with Standard Model predictions, although several puzzles and hints of discrepancies demand further investigation with larger data samples. Since many of the results to date are based on data collected in 2011 only, further progress can be anticipated in the near future as the analyses are updated to the full Run 1 samples.
Substantial further improvement in precision will be possible with the data from the LHC Run II. The increased centre-of-mass energy of the collisions is expected to result in higher production cross-sections for heavy-flavoured particles, and therefore more useful events can in principle be recorded per fb
of data collected. The actual gain will be determined by the trigger algorithms used for online event selection.
Beyond Run II, the LHCb detector will be upgraded [10] to allow improved trigger efficiencies with higher luminosity operation. With the LHCb upgrade, and the ongoing capability of ATLAS and CMS in the field of heavy flavour physics, this topic will remain a priority throughout the high luminosity LHC era.
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